Introduction
The effect of wall roughness on the structure of the wall boundary layer has always been a subject of dedicated research, since the pioneering work of Colebrook [1] and Nikuradse [2] . An abundant literature is available for single-phase, turbulent flow in channels with large roughness elements of various shapes -see for instance the review of experimental work provided in Ref. [3] ; however, there is little to cite as to the effect of small hemispherical roughness elements regularly or randomly distributed on the channel wall; a situation that is relevant to various energy systems such as fossil boilers and nuclear reactors, in which vapor bubbles are attached to the wall in subcooled flow boiling and effectively behave like small (<100 µm), nearhemispherical, roughness elements. The objective of this study is to investigate the effects of small solid hemispherical roughness elements on fully developed turbulent channel flow by using high-fidelity DNS and LES simulations. In particular, the effect 3 of shear Reynolds number, roughness size, spacing and distribution (random vs. regular pattern) for roughness elements is explored here in a systematic way.
The size and distribution of the hemispherical roughness elements studied here are informed by the subcooled flow boiling situation in the hot fuel assembly of a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR). However, here there is no intent to simulate actual bubbles, only small solid hemispherical roughness elements.
Background and a brief literature review are given in Section II. The numerical procedure is described in Section III. The DNS and LES studies for smooth wall channel flow and one representative case with hemispherical roughness elements are presented in Section IV. A parametric LES analysis for hemispherical roughness elements is presented in Section V. The conclusions and recommendations for future work are discussed in Section VI. The LES quality and solution verification are reported in the Appendix
II. Background
The introduction of high fidelity simulation approaches and ever more powerful computers has allowed a series of DNS studies of fully developed flow over roughwalled rectangular channels with two dimensional ribs, with detailed PIV data [4, 5] for model validation. In most of these studies, the ribs were quite large, reaching up to 20% of the channel half height. The effect of rib spacing was studied widely with DNS and LES [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , and resulted in a classification of the flow behavior based on the height-to-spacing ratio of the ribs. One of these studies dealt with the effect of uneven rod height [9] . Refs. [12] and [13] report on the effect of randomly distributed height of 2D roughness elements. 3D roughness elements were 4 studied as well with DNS [14] [8, [15] [16] [17] , including the effects of the Reynolds number and the spacing between elements.
However, numerical data for small roughness elements are limited. The numerical study presented in this paper investigates fully-developed turbulent flow over small hemispherical roughness elements at high Reynolds number; here 'small' means that the size of the roughness elements is of the order of the near-wall viscous boundary layer, which of course decreases at increasing Reynolds number. Data so obtained fill the gap between the smooth-wall data and other large-roughness results abundant in the literature. The availability of high performance computing facilities lifts the obstacle of inadequate resolution of the small roughness elements.
The interaction between the roughness elements attached to the wall and the streamwise vortices modifies the near-wall layer with respect to the case of a smoothwall flow. The effect of roughness elements on the velocity profile can be described by means of the following formalism.
The velocity defect, defined as the difference between the mean velocity and the centerline velocity can be normalized by u  (shear velocity 
where  is the von Karman constant (~0.4) and A is the smooth wall constant (A~5 .1 for flow in a pipe). The + symbol indicates normalization. In the rough wall regime, the velocity profile in the inner layer would be modified according to the following equation:
is the modification of the smooth wall constant due to roughness effects and is frequently called the roughness function. k is the wall-normal height of the roughness elements in meters. The shear Reynolds number is given as: Re
, where h is the half channel height. Also the friction coefficient is defined as:
where Ub is the bulk fluid velocity.
III. Numerical Procedure
A.
Computational algorithm
The three-dimensional DNS and the LES simulations presented here were performed with the finite volume CFD/CMFD code TransAT © . A collocated, Cartesian grid was used and the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations were solved. The approach employed here is to represent the solid obstacles in a Cartesian mesh (rather than using a body-fitted grid). The method used [18] is a specific variant of the Immersed Boundary Method of Peskin [19, 20] . In the present Immersed Surface Technique (IST), the solid object is captured in the Cartesian grid using a level set function;
where the positive values denote the fluid domain, the negative values identify the solid domain and the surface of the wall is implicitly represented by the zero level set.
The fluid domain indicator function (derived from the level set function) varies smoothly across the wall surface with a support of two cells on each side of the fluidsolid interface. The no-slip condition at the wall is imposed through a relaxation term 6 which acts as a distributed momentum sink reducing the fluid velocity as the indicator function goes to zero [21] .
The mesh was locally refined in the regions of interest, namely in the region right next to the walls extending into the wall-normal direction beyond the end of the roughness elements and up to the buffer layer. In those regions, the grid had two layers of ghost cells enabling the high resolution of the roughness elements (~10 grid points per element radius). Then, the meshed domain was decomposed into a number of blocks equal to the number of processors to be used for the calculation. Transfer of information between neighboring blocks was performed using MPI parallelization.
All simulations were carried out using the 2 nd order Central Difference scheme for the discretization of the convective fluxes. An explicit 3 rd order Runge-Kutta scheme was used for the time integration. The time-step was adaptive and bound by a Courant number fixed between 0.1 and 0.3 to guarantee stability of the simulations. For the pressure-velocity coupling the SIMPLEC algorithm was used. The SIP preconditioned GMRES augmented by the use of the parallel PETSc solver library was used for the pressure solver.
In the LES simulations, the WALE subgrid scale model [22] was used to account for the unresolved, subgrid-scale turbulence. This is a zero-equation model with features similar to Smagorinsky's model [23] [24], albeit including the rate of change of vorticity in the definition of the eddy viscosity, besides the strain rate tensor.
All simulations were set up and post-processed on a local, 64 bit, 12-core workstation machine and run on hundreds or thousands of MPI-enabled processors in the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility 'Jaguar', now called 'Titan'.
B.
General simulation setup 7 In all simulations the domain consisted of a Cartesian box (Figure 1 The shear Reynolds number Reτ was set at 400 and 180. A pressure gradient source term was imposed in the x-momentum equation in order to achieve the imposed shear velocity, and thus the target shear Reynolds number. The shear velocity relates to the pressure gradient (dp/dx) in the following way:
h dp u dx
For the coarsest LES simulation of rough wall channel flow, the flow field was initialized using a previously-run fine grid LES simulation of smooth turbulent channel flow with the same shear Reynolds number (Reτ=400 or 180 respectively).
For all subsequent simulations of rough wall channel flow, both LES and DNS, the coarsest rough-wall LES simulation velocity and pressure fields were used to initialize the flow field.
Turbulent statistics were computed from solution samples, once statistically ergodic conditions were obtained. Space averaging was also performed in the streamwise and spanwise directions throughout the entire domain. More details are given separately with the presentation of each case.
IV. Simulations

A. Overview
The following sequence of simulations and analyses was performed:
1. Smooth wall LES and DNS, including solution verification and validation.
2. LES of one representative hemispherical element case, including solution verification.
3. DNS simulations of one representative hemispherical element case.
4.
Comparison of LES and DNS for the representative hemispherical element case.
5. LES parametric study for hemispherical roughness elements, with variation of the spacing between hemispheres, hemisphere height and Reτ. LES with random hemispheres distributions, including random variation of the hemisphere sizes. 9 The simulation matrix is reported in Table I . B. DNS and LES of turbulent flow in smooth channel
DNS of smooth channel flow
Three DNS simulations were performed with increasingly finer meshes. The geometry and the boundary conditions are those described above in Section III.B, identical in all three simulations. The streamwise and spanwise spatial discretization was uniform throughout the domain. However, the grid was refined near the wall in the wall normal direction. The minimum and maximum grid-cell values expressed in h   units can be seen in Table II . A typical grid for these DNS simulations can be seen in Figure 2 . The refinement ratio between two consecutive grids is (= 4 2 ), applied uniformly in the domain. The same scaling applies to both the number of processors used and the total number of cells for each simulation. The mean streamwise velocity for all three DNS cases is presented in Figure 3 . The streamwise wall-normal, spanwise and shear stresses are plotted in Figure 4 , which also includes two sets of DNS data: those of Krogstad et al. [5] for the same shear
Reynolds number and those of Hoyas and Jimenez [25] at Re=550. It can be seen 11 that the present DNS are in accord with the selected sets of published DNS, for the same order of shear Reynolds number. ). 12 
LES of smooth channel flow
The LES equations are well known and so is the subgrid-scale (SGS) stress definition and modeling within the eddy viscosity context, linking linearly the SGS eddy viscosity to the gradients of the filtered velocity field. The WALE SGS model [22] was employed in the present context; it defines the SGS eddy viscosity as follows: 
where ij  is the Kronecker symbol. In the current simulations, the Smagorinsky constant CS is assigned the value of 0.08, and the filter width  is set equal to 2grid.
The model has been shown to behave very well in wall-bounded flows, without a specific damping function similar to Van Driest's [26] . It has also been shown to be less dissipative and able to capture the thin-shear layer accurately.
Three LES simulations were performed with increasing mesh refinement. The geometry and the boundary conditions shown in Figure 1 were used also for these LES simulations. The grid was refined near the wall in the wall normal direction. The refinement ratio between two consecutive grids was  = 2 , applied uniformly in the domain. The simulation setup and statistics are presented in Table III . The number of grid points was obviously lower than DNS, however the grid resolution near the wall approached that of the DNS.
13 The mean streamwise velocity for all three LES grids is presented in Figure 5 , along with the streamwise wall-normal, spanwise and shear stresses in Figure 6 . For comparison, the figures also report our DNS results. Note that the LES solution approaches the DNS solution as the mesh is refined, which is the expected behavior.
The accuracy of the LES was high even at low grid resolutions, as it predicted both the mean velocity and the stresses distributions well. The mean streamwise velocity value at the center of the channel had maximum and average deviations from the DNS solution of 3.5% and 1%, respectively. The convergence and the quality of the LES simulations are discussed in the Appendix. ).
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C. DNS and LES of channel flow with hemispherical roughness elements
One DNS and three LES simulations of the turbulent channel flow case with hemispherical roughness elements were performed. The geometry and boundary conditions are those shown in Figure 1 . The BMR (short for Block Mesh Refinement)
technique was used in all hemispherical roughness elements cases to resolve the wall layer containing the roughness elements in order to alleviate the resolution limitations of simple, single-block refined grids as used in the smooth cases (Figure 2 ). The BMR gridding is shown in Figure 7 . A uniform coarse grid was used as the first layer and a refined grid was superimposed to that first layer covering the region starting from the wall and up to y +~4 0 (applied to both walls). The refined layer featured a gradually decreasing resolution in the y-direction while in the x-and z directions the resolution was fine yet uniform. -DNS case). Both the minimum and the maximum mean grid 16 sizes satisfy the criterion for sufficient grid resolution [27] . That criterion dictates that the average   should be lower than   . In our case, the non-dimensional Kolmogorov lengthscale was  + ~ 4.5. The simulation characteristics along with the averaging details and the statistics are reported in Table IV both for LES and DNS. Space averaging is performed over the entire domain, both in x and z directions while the regions obstructed by the hemispheres are excluded. Therefore, a single, representative y-distribution for velocity and Reynolds stress can be extracted. The pressure diffusion source term provides a better and more straightforward way to explain the inter-component energy redistribution observed in Figure 13 . The term provides a source of energy and a contribution mechanism to redistribute it. The energy redistributive part called the pressure-rate-of-strain tensor and defined as [29] As explained in Section II, the effect of the roughness elements on the flow is to shift the mean velocity profile by U   with respect to the mean velocity profile of a smooth wall. 28 The friction factor can be extracted from the simulations using equation (3) and then compared to the friction factor estimated from Moody's diagram (or equivalent correlations). In the smooth wall case, the channel Reynolds number was approximately 29,000 (both for LES and DNS with small deviations). For this value of the Reynolds number, Moody's diagram gives a friction factor value of 0.024, whereas our LES and DNS simulations plateaued at 0.025, as shown in Figure 17 .
The friction factor for the case with hemispherical roughness elements, extracted from the DNS and LES simulations, is shown in Figure 18 . It plateaued at about 0.0324, which is higher than the smooth wall case, as expected. The relative roughness (i.e. 
V. LES Parametric Study of Hemispherical Roughness Elements Effects
The effect of roughness elements on the mean velocity, wall shear stress and friction factor is expected to depend on the shape, size, pattern and spacing of the elements, as well as on the Reynolds number. There have been several studies in the literature investigating the nature of this dependence. The most relevant ones to our study are summarised in Table V . To the best knowledge of the authors, the present study is one of the few that address the effect of randomness of roughness distribution, and compare it to the case of a square lattice distribution.
To study such effects parametrically, the simulations summarized in Table VI were performed using the LES approach. The reference case described in the previous section was used as a baseline for comparison. The mesh used in all the LES simulations of this parametric study was the same and it was the finest LES mesh used in the analysis in Section III.C, which was proven to return results close to DNS.
In this section, the averaging procedure has been performed both in time and in space;
the latter was performed throughout the entire domain by averaging the values of the points at the same y-location only. Finally, a time and space averaged velocity was produced starting from the wall of the channel (y + =0), not the top of the obstacles. 
A. Reynolds number effect
The reference case simulated in Section IV.C had a friction Reynolds number Reτ = 400. To examine the effect of Reynolds number on the flow, we simulated the case of turbulent channel flow with Reτ=180. There is relevant data in the literature for this value of the Reynolds number and thus we could compare our results to other published data [4, 10] . Also, the same grid resolution could be adopted for the lower Reynolds number, without loss of accuracy. We performed this simulation for both smooth and rough wall conditions. The comparison of the mean flow results can be seen in Figure 19 . It can be seen that the law of the wall is independent of the Reynolds number for the smooth wall, as expected. For the rough cases, the similarity of the log law is preserved (obviously at y + > 10) with the same lower velocity defect U   as compared to the smooth cases (with the slope k remaining roughly unchanged (Table VI) ), but with marked deviations in the region very close to the wall (y + < 10).
Both phenomena were explained previously, the lower shift in the core flow region and transition mechanism in the viscous-affected layer. In particular, as the shear 32 Reynolds number increases, the resistance caused by the roughness elements increases, too, meaning that the flow separates on the roughness surfaces earlier and more abruptly. This is in line with the statement put hitherto: in contrast to squaretype of roughness where the flow separates naturally at the edges, in this case there is a Reynolds number effect in the viscosity-affected layer. Figure 19 . Mean streamwise velocity for cases of smooth Reτ=400, smooth Reτ=180, rough Reτ=400, rough Reτ=180.
B. Size effect
In order to investigate the effect of the roughness size, a case with hemispherical elements of double the size of the reference elements (but with same center-to-center spacing) was simulated. The effect in the downward shift of the mean velocity was significant and the friction factor increased by almost 36% with respect to the reference case (Figure 20) . This is consistent with the Moody's diagram prediction:
doubling the roughness increases the friction factor by about 2.5. The main conclusion 33 to draw here is that increasing the relative roughness k + shifts the log law further into the core flow. 
C. Spacing effect for regular roughness distribution
The effect of spacing between roughness elements has been studied extensively in the literature, though for square type of roughness mainly. A common classification is that of k-type ('loose' spacing) and d-type ('tight' spacing) roughness, per Ref. [29] . [15] . However, this classification was developed for square cross section elements, and may not apply to hemispherical elements for the reasons explained earlier: flow separation is very sensitive and 34 dependent on the wall curvature. Therefore, the effect of spacing on hemispherical elements was studied for cases with s/k = 2, 4 and 6. The contour plots of the instantaneous velocity for these three cases can be seen below in Figure 21 .
The size of these recirculation regions scales with the size of the elements, or the relative roughness. On the other hand, larger spacing seems to enhance momentum transfer from the core flow towards the wall; shorter spacing tends to homogenize the flow in the wall layer. There was a modest difference between the three cases, with the mean velocity profile (Figure 22 ) and the friction factor (Table VI) approaching the smooth wall values with increasing spacing, as expected. The log law similarity is perfectly preserved.
Unlike d-type square-shaped roughness elements, here for the lowest s/k=2 there was detachment and reattachment of the flow between two adjacent hemispherical obstacles.
D. Effect of random spheres distribution and variable spheres size
The effect of the spatial distribution (pattern) of the roughness elements was also investigated. A random distribution pattern was implemented, with the constraint of a minimum distance between elements of at least s + =20. The instantaneous velocity contour plot along with the hemispheres distribution can be seen below (Figure 23) for k + =10 and 10<k + <20, while the friction factor is reported in 
<20
The turbulent flow field is seen to be well established in both cases, featuring a similar structure to the non-random roughness distribution plotted in Figure 7 above.
The details of the flow in the vicinity of the roughness layer cannot be seen. The random distribution has a modest effect on the friction factor, which increases by about 8% as compared to the regular lattice case for the same spacing and Re; by contrast, increasing the relative roughness from 10 to 20 increases the friction coefficient from 0.034 to 0.041, i.e. about 17%, which is not negligible.
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Further, the effect of varying roughness elements sizes was also investigated for the (same) random spacing pattern to complete the analysis. The sizes were normally distributed in the range 10<k + <20. The resulting averaged velocity profiles can also be seen in Figure 24 , and again in Table VI as to the friction factor. The value of the friction factor for this case is lower than the case of random large obstacles, as expected. The figure shows that for k + =10, regular versus random roughness distributions present the same behaviour: a downward shift in the velocity profile, retaining the log law structure at the expense of washing out of the viscous sublayer.
Increasing the relative roughness to k + =20 shifts further down the preserved log profile away from the wall, at the same time pushing its validity further up; y + > 30. Overall the DNS results show a clear separation between the inner wall-layer, which is affected by the presence of the roughness elements, and the outer layer, which remains relatively unaffected. The roughness element height has a strong effect on the friction factor and on the mean velocity profile. The friction factor increases proportionally to the roughness element height, while the mean velocity profile shifts downward proportionally to the roughness element height. The type of roughness dealt with here also affects the turbulent stresses. In particular, the study reveals that the presence of roughness elements of this shape promote locally the instantaneous 39 flow motion in the lateral direction in the wall layer, which was found to cause a transfer of energy from the streamwise Reynolds stress to the lateral component; the wall-normal stress component remains however unaffected regardless of the roughness height or arrangement. Consequently, the shape of the turbulent kinetic energy profile changes, featuring a lower peak value and forward shift away from the wall as compared to the smooth channel case.
Element spacing changes the point of re-attachment of the boundary layer downstream of an element; at low spacing, recirculation cells spanning the gap between adjacent elements appear. However, for given element height, spacing has a relatively weak effect on friction factor and mean velocity profile, which is somewhat surprising, given the previous results for channels with two-dimensional ribs reported in the literature. Finally, a random distribution pattern of the elements does not affect either the friction factor or the mean velocity appreciably.
The findings of this study are potentially relevant to subcooled boiling heat transfer applications where hemispherical bubbles may be attached to the heated wall in the region downstream of the bubble nucleation onset. Such bubbles effectively act as roughness elements, therefore using the laws of smooth wall channel flow would give an under-prediction of the friction factor in this case. An extension of the present study would be to investigate the effect of actual hemispherical bubbles attached to the walls, which would entail use of an interface tracking method (e.g. volume of fluid), and application a slip boundary condition at the bubble/flow interface.
Appendix-Quality and Grid Convergence of LES
The quality of the LES simulations can be judged based on the comparison with the DNS results which are considered to be an exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. A quality index is introduced in Ref. [30] which is based on the total turbulent kinetic energy from the DNS, The closer the index is to unity, the higher the "quality" of the LES simulations is, as it is able to capture more of the turbulent kinetic energy. The values of IQ_LES for our simulations are shown in Table 7 . Note that the quality of all these LES simulations is high, as the resolved turbulent kinetic energy is >94% of the kinetic energy computed in the DNS simulation. By comparison, the quality index in the simulations has values of the order of 95%.
Obviously, the index in Eq. (A-2) cannot be the only measure by which the quality of a LES simulation is judged. Detailed comparison of the velocity and turbulent stress 43 distributions to their DNS counterparts also has to be made, as shown in the main body of the paper. and 'fine (k=f)', as shown in Tables II and III 
